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npe1tcram1>ao npoTOTHII HHTeneKTyanQa 6apoKHe enoxe c 11,eroBOM y ocnOBH 
KOHcl>JIHKTHOM, roToBo IIIHJorenoM, rro3~HjoM y APYIIITBY Tora 1to6a. HaKO ycnoB
JbeHa Oll;pe9eHHM HCTOpHjCKHM OKOJIHOCTHMa, TaKBa 1103HQHja ocrahe je)l;HHM Oil; 
T_PajHHX II CYIIITHHCKHX o6eJie}Kja MeHTaJIHOr xa6HTYCa cprrcKOr HHTeJieKryaJIQa H y 
IIOTOH,HM BpeMeHHMa, CBe - CMeJIH OHCMO ]la Ka:>KeMO - /l;O naumx )l;aHa. 

Summary 

Bodin Vuksan 

The critique of baroque piety in Orfelin's Memorandum to Mary Theresa 
(The study of the history of ideas among the Serbs in the 18th century) 

The critique of baroque piety was one of the main points in the program of Jose
phinian reforms. Its target were many forms of devout expression which, being particularly 
prominent at the baroque period, gave particular imprint to the religious life of the Austrian 
ruling family and to the Vienna court: the cult of Virgin Mary, the cult of the Eucharist, 
as well as the cult of the saints and the relics. In the light of these historic facts it is 
necessary to observe the reduction of the calendar of the Serbian Orthodox Church in the 
Habsburg monarchy which is, according to Mita Kostic, among the most significant cultural, 
educational and church reforms of the Theresian Period, which already indicated the Jo
sephinian period. Its authentic comment is the Memorandum to Mary Theresa by Zachary 
Orfelin, written in 1778. This paper analyzes its 11th chapter devoted to the feasts (De 
festis). Directly supporting the idea about the reduction of the number of church holidays 
which, as he says, neither harms nor can harm the faith and religion of our Orthodox 
Church, Orfelin was particularly crit1cal of some forms of reverence to the Mother of God 
(the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary, the Mantle of the Mother of God), re
verence to some saints and their relics (e.g. the Most Holy Chains of St. Peter), and to 
a specific form of Eucharistical piety procession with the Most Holy Sacrament, present 
in the Serbian community, according this unique testimony. 

All these forms of piety represented it is worth noting characteristic and for the 
baroque period typical forms of the cult: those which reached the Serbian community via 
baroque culture of Russia and Ukraine. Condemning them, usually with the argument that 
they are contrary to the Orthodox Church tradition and dogmas, Orfelin by his critique 
exposes himself above all as the defender of the Habsburg empires state interests and 
supporter of its rationalist and pragmatically inclined demands for states regulation of re
ligious life. 
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Yugoslavia's Hyperinflation 1993-1994: 
The Winter of Discontent 

Ailciii.pa,cw.: llpeo.M.eiii. oeoi uciil.pa:iJcuaaHja je xuuepu,-up.11,al{uja y CP 
JyioCAaeuju oo 01ewo6pa 1993. oo 24. jaHyapa 1994. ioouHe. AllatiU3e 
ayiiiopa o6yxeaiiiajy iii.pu Hueoa y 1eojUMa ce oaa iiojaea uc1Ca3U6a.Aa: J) 
eKoHo.M.c,cu u ilo.11,uiil.uttKu yapoiju xuuepw-ujJAal{uje; 2) 001ey.M.eHiiioeaHo 
upaheHje cea1eoo1tea1to2 pacuia xuuepum:jJAal{uje; 3) upUMepu aa cKul{y 
C8QICOOHeBHOi 3/CUBOuia y YCAOBUMa xuuepuH<J}ltlll{Uje. 

This paper examines hyperinflation in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SRY) 
during its last four months: October 1st, 1993, to January 24th, 1994, when it abruptly 
ended. The purpose is three-fold: first, to document the extent of the hyperinfh •on; 
second, to briefly discuss the causes of the hyperinflation; and finally, to portray--thrl ..,h 
a few selected examples--the day to day realities of living with hyperinflation. 

Methodology 

A study of inflation poses complex methodological problems for both the social 
historian and the economist. In the complex social, political, and economic equation that 
comprises hyperinflation, all variables are important: however, they are not of equal im
portance (,,all animals are created equal, but some are more equal than others,, --George 
Orwell, .12.&l). One problem is the attempt to track the relative value of a variable over 
time, as variables change in terms of their overall importance. No variable maintains a 
constant, stable relationship to other variables at all times. As one variable changes, so 
too must our understanding of its relationship with other variables. This is especially 
important in evaluating the Yugoslav experience, because a systemic change seems to have 
occurred in the hyperinflation during autumn of 1993. This change demands careful 
scrutiny, and suggests that the methodology used to study the period after autumn of 1993 
be modified or replaced, so as to take into consideration the structural changes in the 
hyperinflation. 

. An accurate evaluation of the overall impact of hyperinflation on a country is com-
plicated by the various experiences of different social groups. Certain groups--pensioners 
and refugees--were much more vulnerable to inflation than others, depending in part on 
the government's policies towards that group, as well as that group's ability to draw on 
financial and economic resources. A further difficulty is posed by the lack of reliable 
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economic statistics. The statistics that do exist, such as those for government controlled 
prices, do not reflect whether or not goods were available at the official prices. In other 
words, they do not accurately reflect the prevailing market conditions. In the rapidly 
deteriorating economy of 1993-94 Yugoslavia, such problems are magnified many fold. 
Another difficulty is presented by Yugoslavia's official statistics, which appear to have 
been manipulated for political purposes. 

When assessing the purchasing power of Yugoslav salaries, one other problem arises: 
the ,,paket.,, The ,,paket,, consisted of goods acquired by enterprises through a variety of 
complex barter arrangements with other enterprises, and it often took the place of a salary. 
The ,,paket,, varied widely from enterprise to enterprise. One enterprise's ,,paket,. might 
be extremely generous and consist of large quantities of food and household goods, such 
as laundry detergent, soap, and toothpaste. Another enterprise's ,,paket,, might be extremely 
humble, and consist of only a bar or two of soap. Because many people received a ,,paket,, 
in lieu of a salary, any measure of income in absolutc or relative terms is fraught with 
methodological difficulties, unless supplemented by data regarding the value of each 
enterprise's ,,paket.,. Because the contents of the ,,paket,, varied so widely, it is difficult 
to make an accurate evaluation of its effect on the material well-being of the Yugoslavs, 
other than to make a blanket statement that the ,,paket,, helped the Yugoslavs weather the 
hyperinflation. And we must bear in mind that many Yugoslavs--pensioners and refugees 
in particular--had no access to a ,,paket.,, 

The existence of methodological difficulties does not imply that we cannot present 
a reliable and accurate picture of a hyperinflationary economy and society. Rather, it 
means that we must pay extreme caution at every step in regard to our analysis and use 
of data. We must realize that different social groups experienced the inflation in different 
ways. And we must acknowledge that a methodology which is appropriate for studying 
inflation in July, may be entirely inappropriate for November. 

At the beginning of the period in question, the government had frozen prices on 
most all commodities and services. However, on October 29th it allowed all prices to be 
freely formed at market levels, with the exception of certain staple food and household 
items. In every instance, the official prices were artificially low at the outset, or became 
artificially low within a matter of hours after their creation. Rather than sell their goods 
at a government-mandated loss, the producers held their goods back from the market, 
insisting on higher prices. The result was barren store shelves: by mid-January 1994 
Beograd had still not received the government-qiandated quantities of artificially low-priced 
food for October 1993. Thus, the only place to find food was the private sector, either 
in the form of the black market, or on the pijaca. In both instances, the prices were 
freely formed by prevailing market forces, operating at the most fundamental level of 
supply and demand. These prices were often thousands of percentage points higher than 
government mandated prices. Because the vast majority of the people were forced at 
some point to purchase goods from the free market, any adequate measure of inflation 
(as compared to the official government rate), must evaluate how much it cost to live 
while shopping on the free market. 

One method for calculating Yugoslavia's hyperinflation is that used by Mladan Dinkic 
in his innovative, ground-breaking work, Ekonomija Dcstrukcije· ve]jka pljacka naroda. 
Dinkic calculates the rate of inflation according to the government-mandated cost of goods 
and services. This methodology, although adequate for studying inflation under more stable 
conditions, is unable to account for the frequent economic dislocations caused by empty 
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shelves and hourly price changes. In fact, once inflation reaches over 1,000 per cent per 
month, the price changes occur so frequently, and the shelves become empty so rapidly, 
that another methodology must be used to calculate the actual inflation on a human level. 
This methodology's weaknesses are three-fold: first, it relies on government statistics; 
second, it underestimates the inflation; and third, due to the government's unwillingness 
to change prices as soon as they fell below market value, it delays the onset of inflation. 
For example, real inflation levels were highest in December 1993, while the official in
flation levels were highest in January, 1994. 

A second method for calculating inflation--that used by the U.S. Embassy in 
Beograd--consists of tracking the price of a basket of staple items (potrosacka korpa) in 
U.S. Dollar terms. When a particular item is unavailable in the state stores, the prices 
are then reflected according to their free-market (i.e., pijaca) value. The U.S. Embassy 
chose this methodology because of the Yugoslav government's longstanding policy of 
basing all financial calculations in Dollar terms. Although the Embassy has used this 
method for many years, a number of problems exist regarding the 1993-1994 hyperinflation. 

During the period in question, the unofficial economy, as well as large sections of 
the official economy, were making financial calculations in terms of the German Mark 
(DMark). This creates numerous methodological problems, caused foremost by the 
relationship of the U.S. Dollar to the DMark. Throughout the period in question, the U.S. 
Dollar fluctuated wildly against the DMark on world financial markets, ranging from 1.57 
DMarks to 1.73 DMarks. In spite of this, the street dealers kept the Dollar at an artificially 
undervalued price of 1.5 DMarks per Do11ar. The embassy's statistics do not account for 
the fluctuating value of the DoUar, nor for the economy's unofficial transition to a DMark 
basis. Because its .,potrosacka korpa,, was based on prices in Beograd, it does not account 
for the fact that Beograd was usually better supplied with industrial goods than the outlying 
areas of the country, while the areas outside Beograd usually had better supplies of food. 
Also, the shoppers outside of Beograd were typically forced to pay free market prices, as 
they purchased the majority of their food from the pijacas. 

To accurately discuss the hyperinflationary events of late 1993 and early 1994, we 
must create a methodology which will allow us to evaluate inflation in terms of an stable 
economic benchmark. Such a method may be found by comparing the exchange rate 
between the Dinar and the DMark. For example, on October 1, 1993, it cost approximately 
One DMark in Dinars (at the street rate) to purchase 250 grams of burek with cheese 
from a private bakery, and One and a Half DMarks worth of Dinars to purchase ,,pljes
kavica., on Trg Slavija. On January 24, 1994, it still cost One DMark worth of Dinars 
for a burek, and One and a Half DMarks for Pljeskavica. Other goods and services fol
lowed a similar pattern. As evidenced by this example, and many others, which this author 
has recorded, the DMark maintained its fundamental value, both in relative and absolute 
terms, in relation to the cost of basic goods and services throughout the period in question. 

Although the DMark fluctuated quite widely against the Dollar on international cur
rency markets during the period in question, and Germany experienced inflation of its 
own, the DMark's purchasing power in Yugoslavia remained absolutely stable--with the 
exception of a temporary consumer-induced New Years spike--between October 1st 1993, 
and January 24th, 1994. In other words, on January 24th, 1994, a DMark could purchase 
the same amount of goods and services as it could on October 1st, 1993. The DMark's 
value did not fluctuate at all, while its status as the de facto currency of Yugoslavia was 
legitimized by the de facto collapse of the Dinar in late December. On January 6th the 
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Federal government recognized this collapse by proclaiming the DMark legal tender 
throughout Yugoslavia. 

. The DMark's position in the Yugoslav economy was further enhanced by the tens 
of thousands of private business owners, farmers, managers of enterprises, and black market 
dealers, all of whom indexed wages and prices to the DMark throughout this period. Prices 
were changed on a daily--and towards the end--hourly basis, to reflect . the street value of 
the Dinar against the DMark. Even the government eventually moved away from the 
Dollar standard (at least in its official announcements) and began to base all its prices, 
economic decisions, statistics, and assumptions on the value of the DMark. Therefore, it 
is entirely accurate to state that we can best measure Yugoslavia's hyperinflation by tracking 
the exchange rate between the Dinar and the DMark. 

Yet, tracking the actual value of the Dinar against the DMark poses several problems. 
First and foremost is the unreliability of the Yugoslav government's official exchange rate, 
which never reflected the DMark's actual value, and occasionally varied from the actual 
value by several thousand per cent or tens of thousands per cent. Thus, the main difficulty 
is to find a reliable record of the Dinar to DMark exchange rate for any given day or 
hour. 

In order to accurately track the value of the Dinar against the DMark, I have relied 
almost entirely on entries I made in a journal while living in Belgrade during the period 
in question. During this period I recorded the street rate on a daily basis. The source 
for these exchange rates was the amount I could get from the street dealers (Zeleni Venac, 
Kneza Mihaila, Bulevar, Kalinica Pijaca) at any given hour on any given day. I would 
then confirm these figures with Yugoslav friends who were private businessmen, as well 
as the daily black-market currency table published on the back page of BORBA. 

How Big Is Big? 

As measured by the Dinar's free market value against the DMark,. the inflation is 
astounding: for the month of October, 1993 the inflation was 3,150 per cent; for November, 
49,233.33 per cent; in December, 5,000,000 per cent; during .the first twenty four days of 
January, 199,999 per cent. The highest single-day inflation--337.5 per cent--occurred 
January 12tht During the 116 days between October 1st, 1993 and January 24th, 1994, 
the cumulative inflation was almost 500 trillion per cent--499,999,999,999,999 per cent!1 

When combined with data from the 8 months prior to Otober 1st, 1994, Yugoslavia 
experienced some of the most intense and protracted hyperinflation in the history of the 
world, higher than that of Weimar Germany. 

,,Visa maksimalna mesecna stopa inflacije zabelezena je pre toga samo u slucaju 
madjarske i grcke hipeririflacije, dokje cuvana nemacka hiperinflacija zavrsila sa mesecnim 
rastom cena od ,,svega,, 32,4000 procenata (oktobar 1923),,2 

1 All statistics are based on daily records of the street exchange rate, as recorded by the author from October 1, 1993 
to January 24, 1994. When one studies the official prices of goods and services used .by .Dinkk\ it is evident that 
the monthly totals are much lower through the end of December 1993. However, the government used the first 
few days of January I 994 to raise the prices back to their comparable values in real DMadc tenns, causing January 
to have an artificially high inflation rate in tenns of government controlled prices. (Dinkic Mladan, Ekonomija 
Destrukcije: velika pljalka naroda. MST Gajic, Beograd; 199,5; tabela II.) 

2 Dinkic Mladan, p.239. 
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During this four month period, the currency was devalued three times: on October 
1st, six zeroes were removed; on January 1st, nine; on January 24th, seven. As the then
independent newspaper BORBA stated prior to the third devaluation: ,,if the Dinar had 
not been devalued on October 1st and January 1st, as of January 5th the DMark would 
have been worth: 120,000,000,000,000,000,000 Dinars.,, This statement does not reflect 
the subsequent January 24th devaluation, which would have added seven more zeros and 
made the DMark worth a total of 1,200,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 Dinars! 

It is obvious that at some point the _numbers become so large as to be almost mean
ingless in terms of the ability of human beings to comprehend. To actually comprehend 
the inflation, we must turn to a study of its effects on the day to day life of people in 
Yugoslavia, and examine how they lived and got by. 

Whence the hyperinflation? 

The Yugoslav government's official position is that the hyperinflation occurred ,,zbog 
nepravedno uvedenih sankcija prema srpskom narodu i drzavi.,, This allowed the Milosevic 
regime to shift the blame for its failed policies to the United Nations. The primary cause 
of Yugoslavia's hyperinflation was simple: · the government was attempting to inflate its 
way out of an enormous budget deficit. During 1993, the Yugoslav Federal government 
received 99 per cent of its budget through primary emissions, while the Serbian government 
received approximately 50 per cent of its budget through primary emissions. 3 

Financing the debt: a preliminary theory 

Throughout the Tito era, it was an open secret that Yugoslavia had a budget deficit. 
Because of communist ideology, it was impossible to turn to financial markets to borrow 
money. Therefore, the Yugoslav government covered its budget deficit by printing money. 
As a result annual inflation rates of 15-25 per cent were common throughout the Tito era, 
which lead to several currency devaluations. For a variety of complex reasons, this inflation 
escalated during the early 1980s. With the collapse of the 'Iitoist system in the mid 1980s, 
Yugoslavia's budget deficit increased even further. The onset of the war and breakup of 
the former Yugoslavia served only to exacerbate what was already a serious problem. 

In 1993, the only European country (except Slovakia) with a communist government 
in power, Yugoslavia faced market, political, and ideological constraints on its efforts to 
borrow money. Given the catastrophic state of the Yugoslav economy, and the Milosevic 
regime's irrational, ideological anti-market policies, it is doubtful that either foreign or 
domestic investors would have risked their capital on financing Yugoslav's budget deficit 
Not only did market forces prevent Yugoslavia from turning to world financial markets, 
but the international condemnation of Serbia for its actions in Bosnia and Croatia, coupled 
with the international sanctions, would have made it impossible for the Yugoslav govern
ment to borrow money, even had there not been ideological restraints. 

Because of Yugoslavia's unstable economy and the government's constantly changing 
policies towards private foreign currency savings, over the years the average . Yugoslav 

3 ll.QRllA, January 12, 1994; Goran Pirie, Bojan Dimitrijevit, ,,Tuo Yugoslav Hyperinflntion: A Comparative 
Analysis,,, Beograd. 
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family had saved large amounts of hard currency outside of official financial channels. 
By the early 1990s, the typical urban Yugoslav family had at its disposal-,,u slamarici,,-an 
average of somewhere between 10,000 and 40,000 DMarks in hard currency.4 Many of 
those who did not have such reserves, had access to hard currency remittances from relatives 
in the U.S ., Canada, Australia, and Western Europe. Knowing this, the government 
financed its budget deficit by drawing on these hidden hard currency reserves through an 
informal, government-sanctioned financial market. 

The Yugoslav government began printing large quantities of paper currency, which 
was then distributed to various state enterprises, government ministries, state and quasi
private banks, etc., to cover their operating expenses, or as payment for goods and services 
rendered. The banks, ministries, enterprises, etc., would then purchase hard currency from 
the public with the newly-printed Dinars, by offering an exchange rate higher than the 
official exchange rate. In essence, the currency became a ,,government bond,, (hartija od 
vrednosti), which was sold to the public for hard currency. 

Lacking an official financial market on which to sell the ,,government bonds,, for 
hard currency, these institutions sent their own black market currency dealers out onto the 
streets, offering Dinar bank notes (,,government bonds,,) at prices above the official ex
change rate. By purchasing Dinar banknotes with its hard-currency reserves, the populace 
was in essence financing the government deficit via an informal bond market, in which 
the bank notes became an informal short-term government bond. 

As in any bond market, the government was forced to pay a price--the interest rate
-for this foreign currency. Rather than a formal interest rate, redeemable over a specific 
period, the cost of the ,,borrowed,, money was reflected initially in the difference between 
the official exchange rate, and the street rate. By autumn, as the inflation accelerated, 
the cost of capital came to be reflected only in the daily inflation rate. The inflation took 
the place of a formal interest payment, and represented the cost the government had to 
pay to finance its debt. 

Although the principal on the loan was never repaid in the formal sense, this money 
was indeed borrowed. And the Yugoslav government was indeed forced to repay both 
the principal and interest at an exorbitant interest rate, by delivering goods and services 
to the holders of these government bonds at artificially low prices. The difference between 
the artificially low Dinar prices of government supplied goods and services, and their 
actual market value, presented an enormous loss for the government. For example, my 
telephone bill for December 1993 arrived on January 11, 1994, and was 1,000 Dinars 
(l,000,000,000,000 old), which at that day's exchange rate (150,000 Dinars per DMark) 
was less than 0.01 DMark. I did not pay the telephone bill until January 17th, at which 
point the exchange rate was 300,000,000 Dinars per DMark. Yet, I had made over 20 
hours of international telephone calls to the United States during the month of December. 
To repay the interest and principal on the loan, the government gave me 20+ hours of 
free international telephone calls, which had a free market value of over $10,000 U.S. 
Dollars. Similar examples were repeated hundreds of thousands of times daily throughout 
Yugoslavia. 

4 This figure is entirely speculative. I arrived at this through many hours of interviews with 'l'.'ugoslavs o! ~ll classes. 
Obviously, tllere is no way to adequately confirm such a figure. However, the behavior and poliaes of the 
Yugoslav government indicate that it knew of this vast hoard of foreign currency. 1be government's subsequent 
inflationary policies were designed specifically to tap this large private reserve. 
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In addition to the street exchanges, this informal bond market had another setting: 
the so-called ,,ziralni tecaj,,. This was an electronic means of currency transfer, whereby 
the banks and exchange offices would offer an exchange rat7 slightly higher th~n the 
street rate, and exponentially higher on several orders of magmtude, than the official ex
change rate. These electronic dinars could not be withdrawn as cash: they could only be 
used for electronic transfers, or for writing checks. 

In its initial stages, this informal financial market was quasi-monopolistic, as the 
government was the only large-scale purchaser of ~ard currency. By late Oct?ber 1993, 
this informal financial market had begun to spm out of the government s control. 
Throughout the year the quasi-official dealers had increasingly been supplemented ~y an 
ever-growing number of private dealers, worki_ng either for thems~lve~ or private 
enterprises.s Towards the end of September the pnvate ~ealers_ and menJac_n~cas r~ached 
a critical mass, and in the truest market sense, entered mto direct compeUt10n with the 
government on a large scale basis. Whereas the government had previously been ~e 
primary purchaser of foreign currency, it was now forced to con:ipete with a newly emergmg 
private sector in the financial market. ~e prese?ce of the. independent d_ealers created 
genuine competition, which served to dnve the pnce of foreign currency higher than an-
ticipated by government planners. _ 

By early November the government appears to have lost all control over the u~offic1al 
exchange rates, both on the street and for the ,,ziralni racun.,. This was reflected m mass 
public hysteria, as large crowds gathered outside the menj~_nicas on November 8th and 
9th, when the ,,ziralni kurs,, was as much as 300 per cent higher than the street rate. The 
entire economy came close to shutting down between November 8th and 10th, and ~e 
majority of stores placed ,,POPIS,, signs in their windows to await the outcome of this 
unexpectedly sharp hyperinflationary spiral.6 

When the government lost control over the street rate, it was unable to control the 
cost of the capital (interest as expressed in terms of inflation) it was borrowing. The 
entrance of private competitors into the capital market finally forced the government to 
pay realistic market prices for the increasingly scarce DMarks. The single-day market 
cost .of this borrowed capital eventually reached a high of 337.5 per cent on January 12, 
1994. Unable to afford to borrow money at such high cost, the government was forced 
to admit defeat and find a different means of financing its debt. 

Thus, in its simplest form, Yugoslavia's hyperinflation was a result of the 
government's attempt to finance the budget deficit while simultaneo_usly obtaining the large 
amounts of foreign currency necessary for the day to day operauon of the government. 
The already staggering hyperinflation got completely out of the government's control when 
genuine free market competition appeared on the unofficial financial market, and the 
government lost its monopoly. 

5 For example, the McDonalds on Terazije had its own private dealer, who actual~y stood behind a pillar i~ide the 
McDonalds. When a customer needed to change money, the employees behmd the counter would dtrect the 
customer to the dealer. At the Serbian Academy of Arts and Sciences, several of the doonnen worked 'llS the 
Academy's private dealers. 

6 On November 8th the street rate was 360,000 Dinars per DMark. On November 9th it jumped to 600,?00. Dinars 
per DMark. The fualni kurs for November 9th was slightly of 2,000,00_0 Dinars per DMark. At this time the 
largest banknote in circulation (Dositej Obradovif) was worth 500,000 Dmars. 
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Living with hyperinflation 

What is life like under hyperinflation, and how did people survive? The first thing 
one notices is the lack of change. My first day in Beograd, October 1st, 1993, I searched 
for a coin to use a public telephone, not realizing there were no coins in circulation.7 

Unless minted with precious or semi-precious metal, coins lose their value just as rapidly 
as paper money. Given the enormous cost and time associated with minting coins, hy
perinflation makes it impractical for a government to mint coins quickly enough, and at 
an · economical cost. 

Yet, the shortage of change went far beyond a lack of coins. The shortage of change
-even in paper currency--eventually contributed directly to the rate of inflation, and caused 
significant harm to the Yugoslav economy. Due to the rapid rise in inflation, the govern
ment printed banknotes of ever increasing denominations, often with enormous gaps be
tween the face value of each banknote. Although necessitated by the rapid jump in prices, 
these banknotes were issued without intermediary denomination banknotes to facilitate 
making change. For instance, the gap between the 50,000,000 Dinar ,,Mihailo Pupin,, 
(issued November 23, 1993) and the 500,000,000 Dinar ,,Jovan Cvijic,, (issued December 
1, 1993), meant that a person needed 10 ,,Pupins,, to make one ,,Cvijic,, (a 10 to I ratio). 
If a merchant or a dealer needed to make change for a ,,Cvijic,,, but had no ,,Pupins,,, he 
was forced to use the next lowest banknote, the 5,000,000 Dinar ,,Karadorde,, (issued 
November 12), to make change for the ,,Cvijic.,, This meant, that in order to equal one 
,,Cvijic,,, a person had to carry in his pocket 100 ,,Karadorde,, (a 100 to 1 ratio). By 
early January, the largest banknote in circulation was worth 10,000,000 Dinars, with the 
next largest note worth 500,000 Dinars (a ratio of 20 to 1). 

For many street dealers~-especially private dealers--this lack of change directly af
fected the street rate. In comparison to the semi-official dealers, who often operated boldly 
alongside police patrols, private dealers had to be able to quickly. count out banknotes 
and disappear into a crowd. Counting out 100 ,,Karadordes,, obviously was not conducive 
to a quick and easy financial transa.::tion. Therefore, to speed the transaction and avoid 
carrying around large quantities of almost worthless smaller denomination Dinar banknotes, 
the dealers would simply increase the rate by the amount of the largest banknote in cir
culation. Because the largest denomination banknote in circulation at any one time was 
typically worth somewhere around 5 DMarks on the date of its issue, and because the 
typical Yugoslav changed only 10 to 20 DMarks at a time, any increase in the exchange 
rate would have to occur at rates of geometrical progression until the introduction of the 
next banknote. Even though a dealer may have wanted to raise the rate by only 10 per 
cent on a given day, he would be forced to increase it by an even larger amount, due to 
a lack of a convenient intermediary banknote. 

In addition to increasing the rate of inflation, this lack of change amounted to an 
enormous brake on the economy, and delayed or prevented hundreds of thousands of 
economic transactions per day. Because many people paid with checks for small items, 
such as newspapers and candy, there was often less paper money in circulation on the 
streets at any given time than one would expect. This meant that when a customer bought 
goods worth 5 DMarks, with a banknote worth 10 Dmarks, the merchant was often unable 
to complete the transaction, as he did not have sufficient quantities of cash to make change. 

7 At this time I did not know that only one out of every 15 public telephones was working. 
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By · mid December the problem had grown so serious that when you entered a restaurant; 
the first question the waiter asked was not what you wanted to drink, but rather, how you 
planned to pay, and how much you wanted to eat or drink. The waiter would then see 
if he had sufficient change to serve you. 

At 1 :00 · PM on January 17, 1994, I attempted to pay the electric and telephone 
bills at the main PTT in Beograd. The combined value of the bills was 14 million Dinars, 
which I tried to pay with two 10 million dinar banknotes. At that time, the next largest 
banknote in circulation was worth 500,000 Dinars. At the PTT, I was told to come back 
after 8:00 PM, because they had no change. Not wishing to wait until 8:00 PM, I tried 
to make change by purchasing goods at several stores. At one shop I offered to buy 5 
million Dinars worth of goods with a 10 million Dinar banknote--no change. I then tried 
to buy 2 loaves of bread and a plastic sack (2 million Dinars) at a Pekabeta--no change. 
I tried to buy a burek with cheese (3 million Dinars) at a private bakery--no change. I 
tried to buy a Baklava and juice at two different poslasticarnicas; I even offered to buy 
juice and two Baklavas (5 million Dinars), simply to make change. No one had change 
for a 10 million Dinar banknote. While in these stores I saw numerous other people 
unable to make purchases, due to a lack of change. The harm this caused the economy 
in terms of lost sales and wasted man hours is incalculable. However, if one imagines 
this scenario being repeated hundreds of thousands of times per day throughout the entire 
country, the cost easily runs close to 10 million DMarks per day in lost business. 

The lack of change affected not only merchants, but also pensioners. Whenever 
pensions were paid, the government sent the largest denomination banknotes in circulation 
to the post office, to use for paying pensions. For example, the week of December 13-17, 
the Post Offices received large quantities of ,,Milos Obrenovic,, 50,000,000,000 Dinar 
banknotes8 to pay the pensions. At this time the next largest banknote was the 
5,000,000,000 Dinar ,,Dura Jaksic.,, The average pension to be paid out was around 
10,000,000,000 Dinars, and neither the post office nor the pensioners had change. This 
meant that the Post Office was unable to pay the vast majority of pensions the day they 
were due, because the typical pensioner had no money at all, and was counting on the 
10,000,000,000 Dinars to keep him alive: for an impoverished pensioner to find 
40,000,000,000 Dinars in change was simply out of the question, particularly when the 
previous month's pension had been less than 5,000,000 Dinars. Therefore, many pensioners 
were forced--due to a lack of change--to wait an extra day or two to receive their pensions, 
by which time the value of the pensions had been cut in half or by two thirds.9 

Under the Milosevic regime, the prices of certain staple items--bread, flour, cigarettes, 
milk, cooking oil, sugar, etc.-- were set by law. As such, when the officially established 
prices of these goods dropped below their free market value, they would disappear from 
store shelves. Their disappearance had two causes: first, producers could no longer earn 
a profit from their tabors, and would stop deliveries to the state and private stores at the 
officially mandated prices; second, managers of state firms would sell their stocks of these 

8 On Monday, December 13. the ,,Obrenovic,, was worth approximately 5 DMarks. By Friday, December 17, it 
was worth 1.3 DMarks. 

9 The P"IT in Jagodina discovered a clever method of acquiring change. The P'IT sent its employees to the local 
churches, where they would make change have the priests empty the collection boxes, which were typically full 
of smaller denomination bills. The priests like this because they were able to get larger denomination bills, while 
the PTT got its needed change. Unfortunately, the local churches quickly ran out of cash. BQBBA, December 17, 
1993. 
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goods on the black market, or barter with other firms, as soon as the official price fell 
below market value. This· way they able to continue to earn a profit and arrange to pay 
and create ,,pakets,, for their employees. 

In a hyperinflationary economy, the need for merchants to change prices poses espe
cially serious problems. In Yugoslavia, with its antiquated communist economic 
philosophies, a series of quasi-medieval laws hindered the free formation of prices and 
drove much of the economy underground. For shop keepers, raising prices was extremely 
burdensome. Discouraged from changing prices by a quasi-medieval law which required 
all price changes to be recorded on expensive, government-printed forms and filed with 
accountants, even the smallest price change required an enormous amount of paperwork. 
For a small store selling 40 different types of goods, filling out the paperwork could take 
two to three hours and require the resources of several employees. As the inflation wor
sened, shop keepers were forced to change prices several times per week, and eventually 
on an hourly basis. The amount of paperwork required meant that at some point, almost 
all shop keepers were forced to operate outside the law, which subjected them to having 
their goods seized and paying a stiff fine. 

To combat the need to constantly change prices, shop keepers developed several 
innovative methods ·of skirting the law. The first was the ,,bod,,, a method particularly 
popular in bookstores, where each book had to be individually marked. Each book (or 
piece of merchandise) would be given a value in ,,bod,,. The value of a ,,bod,, was then 
posted prominently in the store. Typically, one ,,bod,, equaled one DMark worth of Dinars 
at the prevailing street rate. Therefore, a book priced at 32 ,,boda,, cost approximately 
32 DMarks worth of Dinars. When the street rate changed, the only change that occurred 
in the store was the sign stating the value of the ,,boda.,, Although technically illegal, 
this pricing method caught on quite rapidly in boutiques and private shops, and eventually 
in some state stores. · 

Some shop keepers were able to get around the pricing problems by setting artificially 
high prices. For example, one shop keeper set the price of a bottle of dish washing soap 
at 1,000 DMarks worth of Dinars. Customers would immediately ask how much the bottle 
cost in DMarks, at which point the shop keeper would quote a realistic price in DMarks. 
The customer would then ask what rate the shop keeper used for the Dinar and the DMark, 
and the transaction would occur. The shop keeper would typically use a slightly higher 
rate than found on the street, so as to cover his cost of eventually having to by DMarks 
with the Dinars: or else the customer would pay in DMarks at the lower price. This 
allowed the shop keeper to often go an entire week--sornetimes even two--without changing 
prices. Many shop keepers ignored the law altogether and simply changed their prices 
on a daily or hourly basis without completing the necessary paperwork. Others simply 
hung ,,POPIS,, signs in their windows, yet remained open for business: if a customer 
walked in, the shop keeper could quote him whatever price he wanted, without having to 
fill out the necessary paperwork. Many shop keepers gave up all together, placed ,,godisnji 
odmor,, signs in their windows, and shut down. Between January 6th and January 24th, · 
1994, when the DMark was accepted as legal tender, all prices were posted in DMarks. 

After the DMark was granted legal tender status, another phenomenon occurred in 
the state enterprises, to encourage payment in foreign currency. The ,,Robna Kuca,, in 
the ,,Beogradanka,,, the city's main department store, posted two different prices. The 
first price, set at realistic market levels, was in DMarks. The second price, in Dinars, 
was set at a level 5 to 6 times higher than the DMark price of the item, as calculated at 
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the prevailing street rate. This discouraged shoppers from using Dinars, and represented 
another method for the government to get foreign currency reserves. 

Another problem faced by shop keepers was the large number of check-writing cus
tomers: by law, all businesses were required to accept personal checks. Because it could 
take up to three days for the money from a check to be credited to a merchant's account, 
merchants often could not use the money until it had become worthless. Therefore, many 
shop keepers priced their goods artificially high and posted signs offering large discounts 
(from 20-50%) for payment in cash. 

For many consumers, check writing became the principal method of staying alive. 
People with empty checking accounts (tekuci or ziralni racun) would write checks for 
large sums of money (as measured by their value in DMarks), knowing full well, that in 
the five to seven days it took for the check to clear the bank, the amount would have 
been cut by more than half, and sometimes by as much as 90 per cent On the day the 
check would clear, the check-writer would change enough DMarks at the prevailing street 
rate, and deposit the dinars into the checking account. This practice enabled many people 
to live far above their income level, as measured by official statistics. 

For the middle class--the group with the highest level of foreign currency savings--the 
hyperinflation forced them to use their foreign currency to keep from slipping into complete 
poverty. For the poorer categories of society, as well as a great many in the middle class, 
the hyperinflation forced them into a form of urban serfdom, in which they were forced 
to rely on the ,,paket,, from their employers, or on the artificially low prices in the stores. 
The lack of goods in the stores caused most of those on fixed government-paid incomes 
to slip into absolute poverty. 

For the poorest of the poor, the pensioners, getting by was a tremendous struggle. 
For any given month, their utility bills alone were almost as high as their pensions. Not 
once were the pensions paid on time. When the pensions were finally paid, their value 
was typically 3 to 5 DMarks. Were it not for the existence of ration coupons, which 
enabled pensioners to purchase staple goods at artificially low prices, many would surely 
have starved. Unfortunately, even these goods were usually unavailable at the subsidized 
prices, even for coupon-holders. In essence, the entire political and economic system 
failed the pensioners. The only way they were able to survive was by relying on their 
families, friends, international relief organizations, and the weekly food handouts on Trg 
Republike. Even then, many lived on starvation diets of flour, onions, and potatoes. It 
is no wonder the suicide rate among pensioners increased during the hyperinflation., 

For the many · legal refugees, conditions were similar to those of the pensioners. 
For the great many illegal refugees, life was even worse. Not only did they not have 
pensions or any manner of government support; due to their refugee status, they did not 
have access to ration coupons, and were often in danger of being sent back to Bosnia or 
Croatia by the police. They were forced to rely entirely on friends, family, international 
relief organizations, and whatever illegal work they could find. The enormous increase 
in the number of people scavenging food from dumpsters bears witness of this. 

The Yugoslavs survived hyperinflation through a combination of check-writing, help 
from family and friends, the wide variety of ,,pakets,,, and their foreign currency reserves. 
However, one other factor deserves particular attention. The vast majority of Serbia's 
urban dwellers came to the cities in the period after the Second World War, and still 

. maintain close family ties to their home villages. When times have been difficult, these 
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ties have proved useful in obtaining food. For a great many city-dwellers, this rural-urban 
connection greatly enhanced their standard of living, and should not be overlooked. 

Ilpuor 

JyrocJiaaeucxa xu11epuu<1>Jia.._uj a 
o,u; L OKTo6pa 1993 ,u;o 24. jauyapa 1994 

OKT06ao 1993 KVPC OEM,. 1 rrneBHa HHdmarmia 

1.2.000 (2 000.000.000 CTapH)? 

4 3200 60.0 

5 3300 3.125 

6 3700 12.12 

7 3,700 0.0 

8 4000 8.108 

10 5 200 30.0 

12 6,000 15.38 

13 7,000 16.66 

14 7.500 7.14 

15 11.000 46,66 

18 12000 9.09 

22 32000 166.66 

26 35 000 9.37 

27 35 000 0.0 

28 40000 14.28 

29 45000 12.5 

30 65000 44.4 
oKTo6apcKa 1mq>Jiau,lija: 3,150% 

HOBeM6ao. 1993. 
1 75.000 15.38 

2 100,000 33.33 

3 125.000 25.0 

4 185.000 48.0 

6 280.000 51.35 

8 360.000 28.57 

9 600.000 66.66 

10 600000 0.0 

11 650,000 · 8.33 

13 1,000,000 53.84 
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15 1,000.000 0.0 
17 2,000,000 100.0 
18 3.500.000 75.0 
22 5,500,000 57.14 

23 6.500.000 18.18 
24 7.000.000 7.6 
26 15,000.000 114.28 
27 18.000.000 20.0 
28 30.000.000 66.66 
30 · 37 .000.000 23.33 

HOBeM6apcKa HHct,naqHja: 49,,233.33% 

lneueM6ao. 1993. 
1 40000000 8.1 
2 50000,000 25.0 
3 55,000,000 10.0 
4 70.000.000 27.27 
5 100.000.000 42.85 
7 140.000.000 40.0 
8 220,000,000 57.14 

9 350,000,000 59.09 
10 500.000.000 42.85 
11 800.000.000 60.0 
13 1.100.000.000 37.5 
14 1.700,000.000 54.54 
15 3,700 000 000 117.64 
16 6 500000000 75.67 
17 7 500000000 15.38 
18 13 000 000 000 73.33 
20 16 000 000 000 23.07 
21 30 000 000 000 87.5 
22 50 000 000,000 66.66 
23 120 000 000 000 140.0 
24 230 000 000 000 91.66 
25 300 000 000 000 30.43 
28 650 000,000 000 116.66 
29 950 000 000 000 46.15 
30 2 000 000 000 000 110.52 

;o;eqeM6apcKa HHct,na{lHJa: 5,000,000%* 
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iauvan. 1994. 

1 5.CXX) (5.CXX)CXXJCXX)CXX) cranH) 150.0 
4 6.000 20.0 
5 9000 50.0 
6 15,000 66.66 
7 40.000 166.66 
8 80.000 100.0 
9 80000 0.0 

10 80000 0.0 
12 350,000 337.5 
13 600.000 71.42 
14 700.000 16.66 
15 3,000000 328.57 
16 2.700.000 -10.0 
17 3.000.000 11.11 
18 7.000.000 133.33 
19 10.000000 42.85 

· 20 10.000000 0.0 
22 12.000 000 20.0 
24 10,000,000 -16.66 

jaeyapcKa HH<pJia~a: 199,999.0% 

YKYJIHa HH<pJiaIJ;Hja 0A 1. mcro6pa AO 31. Aen;eM6pa 1993: 99.000.000.000% 
YKYTIHa HHq>Jian;Hja 01:{ 1. OKT06pa 1993. AO 24. jaHyapa 1994: 
499.999.999.999.999.0% (10 ;~ 1015 ) 
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UejMc Jlajon 

.ly20c11ooeucKa xuuepttH(jJJlatfuja 1993-1994 - 3u.Ma l(e3aooaoJbcuiaa -

X1mepHucpnawrja y Jyrocnam1jH 1993. H .no•1eTKOM 1994. rol{HHc je q>enoMeH 
TCK yneKOJIHKO yrrope]{UB ea CJIIl'IHHM )'.IOraljan.ru.m y HeMa~1KOj H0CJIC Ilpnor CBeT
CKOf' paTa. OeHOBHa XHil0TC3a, nponcpeim y .KOIIC)'JI'ran;HjciMa ea lICKOJIII~HOM 6eo
rpa)'.ICKHX npocpecopa eKoHo~mje, Kao H y ocJionn;y rra neKe ue)'.lamro o6janJbenc pa
)'.lone, noJia3u on; yoc!jellia ;a;a jc oBaj cpeHOMCII nponcTaKao H3 uaqmJa na KOjH je 
T-(p)Kana qJHHaHeHpana 6yi;reT KOjn je OCTU0 0C3 pea.nnnx npHX0;[\a. PaT KOjH je Ha
MeTao BCJIHKe TPOlllKOBC, H3r.i;pxrnna11,e H36CrnH.n;a, CMaH,HBaILC npHX0]:{a Kao IlOCJie
!(HIJ;a eaHKIUrja npe;r1cranJbajy OKiutp y KOMe je Kao je;o;nHo onpe}'(en.e11,e npHxnaheHa 
XHIIep1mq,naIJ;Hja. O6c3Bpeljunan,e pcaJIHHX 3apa;o;a npHCJIJIHJI0 je crauonnHIIITB0 i:1a 
cBaKO;o;HeBno Metha eTape ;r1en»Jue yrrne;o;c Koje je 11;p)Ka110 na_H 6auaKa-,.y cmwapH
~ ... Onpe,qe.tbeH,e je noJia3UJio 011; npo11eire 11;a cnax:a npoce'-rna nopo;o;mi;a paenonaxce 
H3BecmIM cyMat.rn. One )l;enme ey ;o;p:xrnm1 fome r.peKo noTpeoue 3a yn03 neonxo,I\He 
onpeMe jep cy caa:KI;;nje oMe.rre cne ocTane pea.nac npnmme. IloKymaj ;o;a cc Aa jc]:{Ha 
cneo6yxeaTua npmi;cna o yTH.n;ajy x1mep1mcpna11nje ua :>KHB0T CTaHOBHHlllTBa Jyr-o
CJianHje je CJI0)KCH u TexrnK 3aJvrraK. Onaj •mam1K CHrypuo He ;o;aje cneo6yxeaTHY 
CJIHKY n caAP*H TeK nonpwrrHCKC MmmcpceTan.uje jyr-oCJioneHcKor HcKyCTna ea XH
rrepHHq>JiaIJ;Hj oM. IIopel)eJha H3Mel)y CHCTCMa YJIH'-IHilX J:{HJiepa H 3BaHH'lHOI' 
Tp)lamrra H0Dqa l'.10f'Y IIOMOfiII '!HTaou;y ;o;a pa3)1Me IICKa CECTeMCKa, Tp)l{HlllHa Kpe
Tallia TOKOM 1993. H II0'ICTKOM 1994. ro;o;1rne. A, C i:1pyr-e crpaHe, pa3MaTPa11,e He
J:lOCTaTKa H0BQa, nanopa Tpronaqa )l;a cc 6opc ea HHq>JiaitHjOM H eHCTeMa IlHC1ULa 
'CJ:eKona, npeTc-raBJbajy noKyrnaj npanJLen,a CJIUKC x1mepHHq>Jia~jc H 11,eunx eq>e
KaTa Ha cBaKOAHeBHH )KHB0T rpaljaHa. ,IJ;yon,a ana,,n3a xnncpHHq>nau.Hje TpIDKH cna
KaKO nHme npeMeua H nehH npocrop 0A 0611Ma onor pa]:{a. 




